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Abstract
Photoacoustic tomography (PAT) is an emerging and non-invasive
hybrid imaging modality for visualizing light absorbing structures in
biological tissue. The recently invented PAT systems using arrays of
64 parallel integrating line detectors allow capturing photoacoustic projection images in fractions of a second. Standard image formation algorithms for this type of setup suffer from under-sampling due to the
sparse detector array, blurring due to the finite impulse response of
the detection system, and artifacts due to the limited detection view.
To address these issues, in this paper we develop a new direct and
non-iterative image reconstruction framework using deep learning. The
proposed DALnet combines the universal backprojection (UBP) using
dynamic aperture length (DAL) correction with a deep convolutional
neural network (CNN). Both subnetworks contain free parameters that
are adjusted in the training phase. As demonstrated by simulation and
experiment, the DALnet is capable of producing high-resolution projection images of 3D structures at a frame rate of over 50 images per
second on a standard PC with NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU. The proposed
network is shown to outperform state-of-the-art iterative total variation
reconstruction algorithms in terms of reconstruction speed as well as in
terms of various evaluation metrics.
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Introduction

Photoacoustic tomography (PAT) beneficially combines the high contrast of
pure optical imaging and the high spatial resolution of pure ultrasound imaging [1, 2]. The basic principle of PAT is as follows. A semitransparent sample
(such as parts of a human patient) is illuminated with short pulses of optical
radiation. A fraction of the optical energy is absorbed inside the sample
which causes thermal heating, expansion, and a subsequent acoustic pressure wave depending on the interior light absorbing structures. The acoustic
pressure is measured outside of the sample and used to reconstruct an image
of its interior. The standard approach for detecting the acoustic waves in
PAT is to use small piezoelectric detector elements arranged on a surface
around the object. In the recent years, PAT systems using integrating line
detectors have been invented and shown to be a high-resolution alternative
to the classical approach of using approximate point detectors. Within such
systems the pressure signals are integrated along the dimension of the line
detectors from which 2D projections of the 3D source can be reconstructed
[3, 4]. By collecting 2D projections from different directions, a 3D image of
the PA source can be recovered with the 2D inverse Radon transform [5, 6, 7].
As the fabrication of an array of parallel line detectors is challenging, initial experiments for integrating line detectors have been carried out using a
single line sensor that is sequentially moved around the sample in order to
collect sufficient data. Recently, PAT systems made of arrays with up to
parallel line detectors have been realized [8, 9, 10, 11] allowing real time PA
projection imaging of 3D structures. The number of line detectors influences
the spatial resolution of the measured data and therefore, the spatial resolution of the final reconstruction. To increase the spatial resolution, the whole
measurement process can be repeated for different detector locations. This,
however, again increases the measurement time. If the number of detector
locations is far below the Nyquist rate, standard image reconstruction algorithms (such as filtered backprojection) yield low quality images containing
streak-like under-sampling artifacts. Consequently, high spatial resolution
would require increasing the number of line sensors. In order to address the
spatial under-sampling, compressed sensing techniques for PAT have been developed [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. These methods require time-consuming iterative
image reconstruction algorithms and, additionally, assume a sparsity prior
that is not always strictly satisfied [13]. Besides under-sampling artefacts, reconstruction with standard algorithms additionally suffers from limited data
artifacts as well as blurring due to the impulse response function (IRF) of
the sensor elements.
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To address the above issues, in this paper we develop new non-iterative image
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the DALnet. The proposed network
consist of a backprojection layer with DAL correction and a subsequent CNN.
Both subnetworks contain free parameters and the DALnet is trained endto-end.
reconstruction algorithms based on deep learning that are able to deal with
non-ideal IRF, spatial under-sampling and the limited view issue. We establish a network combining the universal backprojection (UBP) with dynamic
aperture length (DAL) correction [17, 18] to address the limited view issue
and the IRF with a convolutional neural network (CNN) to address spatial
under-sampling. The resulting DALnet contains free parameters from the
UBP layer and the CNN part which both are adjusted end-to-end during
the so-called training phase; see Figure 1. For sparse sampling PAT, image
reconstruction with CNNs has first been proposed in [19], where, however,
neither the limited view nor the finite bandwidth IRF have been considered.
Learned filter kernels have be considered for x-ray CT in [20]. CNNs have
been previously applied to other medical imaging modalities such as (CT)
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. (For
different network architectures used in PAT and other tomographic problems see, for example, [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37].) However, in all
these approaches only the CNN part contains trainable weights, whereas the
proposed DALnet contains trainable weights in the UBP layer and the CNN
part.
We train the proposed DALnet for the PA 64-line detector array system developed in [10] and thereby also account for finite IRF and the limited view
issue. The algorithm is tested on an experimental data set consisting of
several PA projection images of a finger of one of the authors. We demonstrate that real-time high-resolution PA projection imaging is possible with
the trained DALnet. The proposed method is compared with the FBP algorithm as well as state-of-the-art iterative image reconstruction algorithms
using total variation (TV) with and without positivity constraint. Our results demonstrate that the DALnet outperforms TV-minimization in terms
of reconstruction speed as well as in various error metrics evaluated on test
data not contained in the training set.
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Background

2.1

Photoacoustic tomography (PAT)

Suppose some sample of interest is uniformly illuminated with a short optical
pulse which induces an acoustic pressure wave originating at light absorbing
structures of the sample. Assuming constant speed of sound and instantaneous heating, the induced acoustic pressure satisfies the free space wave
equation
@t2 p r; t vs2 r p r; t  0 t f r :
(1)

( )

 ( )= () ( )
Here r 2 Rd is the spatial location, t 2 R the time, r the spatial Laplacian,
and vs the speed of sound. The wave equation is augmented with initial
condition p(r ; t) = 0 for t < 0, in which case the acoustic pressure is uniquely
defined by (1). The PA source f (r ) is assumed to vanish outside a bounded

region D  Rd and has to be recovered from measurements of the acoustic
pressure outside the sample.

=2 3

Both cases d
; for the spatial dimension are relevant in PAT. The case
d
arises in PAT using classical point-wise measurements and the case
d
for PAT with integrating line detectors. In this work we consider PAT
with integrating line detectors and the 2D wave equation. The PA source is
then a projection image of the 3D source. Full 3D image reconstruction can
be performed by combining projection images from different directions using
the 2D inverse Radon transform [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. However, the PA projection
images itself are already of valuable diagnostic use.

=3
=2

With any PA system, the acoustic pressure can only be measured at a finite
number of detector locations, each having limited bandwidth IRF φ and
recording a finite number of temporal samples. This yields to the PAT image
reconstruction problem of reconstructing F from data

[ ] = (A(F) t φ)[m] + ξ[m]

Gm

for

m 2 f1; : : : ; Ms g  f1; : : : ; Mt g :

:

(2)

Here F 2 RNr Nr is the discretized PA source, A RNr Nr ! RMs Mt the
discretization of the solution operator of the wave equation evaluated at the
detector locations, φ is the discrete IRF and ξ 2 RMs Mt models the noise in
the data. The product Nr  Nr is the number of reconstruction points, Ms
the number of detector locations and Mt the number of temporal samples.
The IRF of the detection system (besides other physical factors such as
attenuation and finite optical pulse duration) limits the spatial resolution and
therefore dictate the number of reconstruction points [38, 39]. The temporal
sampling rate =Mt is well above the Nyquist sampling rate governed by
physical resolution. However, the number of detector locations is limited in
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practical applications. Using linear reconstruction algorithms, the number
Ms is thereby directly related to the resolution of the final reconstruction [40].

2.2

Universal backprojection

In the idealized situation of continuous sampling and full view where the
pressure data p s; t are known on the whole boundary @ D, and assuming an
ideal IRF φ t
 t (the Dirac delta function) of the detection system, the
inverse problem of recovering the PA source is uniquely and stably solvable.
Several efficient and robust methods including filtered backprojection (FBP),
time reversal, or Fourier methods are available [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
49, 50] . A particularly useful theoretically exact inversion method is the 2D
universal backprojection (UBP)
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dt ds :

(3)

Here g is the observed data on the detection curve S, r is the reconstruction
point, s the point on the detection curve, and ns the exterior normal to
S  @ D with unit length.
The 2D UBP has been first derived in [51] where it is shown to be theoretically exact for linear and circular geometries, which means that the PA source
f can be exactly recovered by the inversion formula f BW f , where W f
denotes the solution of (1) restricted to @ D  ; 1 . The 3D version of the
UBP has been first derived in [50] for planar, spherical and cylindrical geometry. In the recent years, the UBP has been shown to be theoretically exact
for elliptical and other geometries in arbitrary dimensions [45, 46, 52, 47, 53].

(0 )

2.3

=

Limited view problem and DAL correction

In most practical applications, PA data are available only on a proper subset
S ( @ D. To focus on the main ideas, let us assume that one can identify
a so-called visible zone D 0
D 0 S defined by the property that at least
one of any two antipodal rays starting in the visible zone hits the detection
curve S; see Figure 2(a). The reconstruction of f is known to be stable
within the visible zone; however, no direct and theoretically exact inversion
method is available. In such a situation, one can apply iterative methods,
where the forward and adjoint problem have to be solved repeatedly [54, 55,
56, 57]. This yields to an increased computation time compared to direct
methods. Typically, the numerical complexity for solving the forward and

=

( )
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Figure 2: Visible zone and UBP with DAL correction. (a) Inside the
visible zone D 0 for any pair of rays pointing in opposite direction at least one
of them hits the detection curve. (b) To address the limited view problem,
the UBP with DAL correction includes a weight with v r ; s+ v r ; s
.
If s is located outside of S, then v r ; s
.

( )=0

(

)+ (

)=1

( )

adjoint problem is O Nr3 which is the same as one application of the UBP.
For planar geometries Fourier methods are available where the forward and
adjoint problem (as well as the UBP) can be evaluated with O Nr2
Nr
operation counts.

( log )

Another approach, which is computationally less expensive than iterative
methods, is to adapt the UBP to the limited view data. For full data, any
reconstruction point in the UBP (3) receives information from two antipodal
6

points s+ and s . In the limited data case, some directions have missing
antipodal points which yields to blurring of the reconstruction. To account
for this issue, in [17] the dynamic aperture length (DAL) correction has
been proposed. Using DAL correction, for each reconstruction point r, one
considers only a subpart of the detection curve S that has constant view
angle  from r and where exactly one of the two antipodal detector points is
included. Opposed to simply extending the missing data by zero, the DAL
correction affects that all singularities are recovered at the correct strength
[58, 55, 59].
In this work, we use a further refinement of the DAL correction introduced
in [18], which replaces the UBP formula (3) with the more general weighted
UBP formula


Z
(Bv g)(r) = 1 S v(r; s) ns  (r

s

)

Z1

jr sj

1
q@t t g (s; t)

t2 jr



dt ds :
2

sj

(4)

( )

The non-negative weight function v r ; s depending on the reconstruction
point r and the detector location s is introduced in such a way that weights
for antipodal directions sum up to one. More precisely, the weights satisfy
the constraints v r ; s+
v r; s
if s+ ; s 2 S are antipodal points
and v r ; s
if s 2 @ D n S; see Figure 2(b). A particular deterministic
choice for the weight function v r ; s has been proposed in [18]. In this
paper compute a weight function v r ; s in a data driven manner during the
network optimization.

( )=0

(

)+ (

)=1
( )
( )

:

Discretizing (4) yields the approximate left inverse BV RMs Mt ! RNr Nr
accounting for the limited view issue, where V is a vector including the
weights of the DAL. Application of BV to the data in (2) accounts for the
limited view issue but still yields under-sampling artifacts as well as blurring
due the IRF. The limited view issue is accounted by DAL as it recovers all singularities at the correct strength assuming sufficient sampling and ideal IRF.
This implies that even in case of limited view data, one has f BW f Kf in
D, where K is at smoothing operator by at least degree one. In the sense of
microlocal analysis this means that B is a parametrix for W (compare [58]).
Under-sampling and blurring due to the IRF will be addressed by combining
BV with a convolutional neural network and deep learning as described in
Section 3.

=

2.4
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Tomographic system

The experimental tomographic system, recently published by Paltauf et.al.
[10], was designed for almost real-time PA projection imaging. In brief, the
7

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the tomographic system: The experimental setup contains 64 equispaced piezoelectric line sensors arranged
along the detection curve S
fs ksk2
^ s2 < g forming a halfcircle, and optical illumination is from two sides.

= :

= 50mm

0

system is based on piezoelectric polymer film technology with 64 line shaped
sensors homogeneously distributed on a semi-cylindrical surface with a diameter of
, see Figure 3. The width and length of each sensor is
:
and
, respectively, and the angular increment between adja
cent sensors is : . The design parameters are steered towards an achievable
spatial resolution in the order of
µ to
µ within an imaging area
with radius
centered on the axis of the cylinder. The choice of a halfcylindrical sensor array arose from considerations regarding the limited-view
problem in tomographic reconstruction where all boundaries of an object can
be resolved with maximum resolution if the signals are recorded from at least
 around the object [10]. The readout of the signals is performed with a
32-channel data acquisition device, requiring 2:1 multiplexing for each input.
Hence, the projection image acquisition time with the used
repetition
rate NIR excitation laser system is :
without averaging.

1 5 mm

100 mm
150 mm
28
20 mm

200 m 250 m

180

20 Hz

0 1 seconds

2.5

Data generation

We numerically compute data in (2) at 64 uniformly distributed locations
on the detection curve S fs ksk2
^ s2 < g. To generate realistic training data we also include the experimentally found IRF of the used
tomographic system. For that purpose we exploit the convolution relation
AF t φ A F  Φ derived in [60], which allows applying the point spread
function (PSF) Φ acting in the image domain instead of applying the IRF

= :

( )

= (

= 50mm

)
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φ acting in the data domain. The explicit relation between φ and Φ is
computed in [60]. For the present study, this explicit relation is not needed.
Instead, we use experimentally measured data Gpoint ' A Fpoint t φ corresponding to a point-like source Fpoint to numerically estimate the PSF.
Applying the UBP and using the convolution relation yields an approximation of the PSF (or convolution kernel) Φ.

(

)

Having the experimental PSF at hand, noisy data
G

= A(F  Φ) + ξ

(5)

are computed by convolving the PA source F with Φ, solving the wave equation (1) and subsequently adding Gaussian white noise ξ with standard deviation
of the maximum
A F  Φ of the exact wave-data.

6%

3
3.1

max[ (

)]

Image reconstruction
Proposed DALnet

Deep learning is a rapidly emerging research field that has significantly improved performance of many pattern recognition and machine learning applications [61]. Deep learning names special machine learning methods that
make use of deep neural network designs for representing a nonlinear input to
output map together with optimization procedures for adjusting the weights
of the network during the training phase. Recently deep learning algorithms
have been developed that give efficient and highly accurate tomographic
image reconstruction methods [19, 23, 62, 24, 34, 36, 22, 25, 21, 27]. For
tomographic image reconstruction, the task of deep learning is to find an
image reconstruction function in the form of a deep network RW that maps
a measurement data set G 2 RMs Mt to an output image F 2 RNr Nr . The
weight vector W represents a high dimensional set of free parameters that
can be algorithmically adjusted to the particular reconstruction task.
In our case, the input images G correspond to the noisy measured PA data
(2) (or (5)), and the output images F are the original PA sources evaluated on
a discrete grid. The function RU;V is an approximate left inverse of the PA
forward model, that can be well adapted to a relevant class of PA sources. In
this article, we propose a network composed of the UBP with DAL correction
to address the limited view issue and a CNN to address under-sampling and
the finite IRF. Formally, the proposed reconstruction network (DALnet) has
the form
RU;V NU  BV RMsMt ! RNr Nr ;
(6)

=

:
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where

BV : : RM M ! RN N
NU : RN N ! RN N
s

t

r

r

r

r

r

r

are the discretization of the UBP with DAL correction (4) and the employed
CNN, respectively.
The CNN part NU can in principle have any network structure. In this work,
we use the Unet with residual connection [63, 25, 24, 64] that we describe
in more detail in following subsection. The weight vector U; V 2 Rp is the
vector of adjustable parameters in the DALnet (6). The learnable weights U
in the UBP layer correspond to a discretized version of the weight function
v r; s . We train the DALnet end-to-end which means that U; V are jointly
computed during the so-called training phase, see Subsection 3.3. The used
DALnet architecture is shown in Figure 4.

[

]

( )

addition

Channels:
G

=

1 32 32

BV

128

6432 32 1 1
image size:

256

32 64 64
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64

 256
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64 128128
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128 64 64
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256 128128

128256 256
512 256 256
256 512 512
16  16
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. . . Downsampling ( 
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Figure 4: Architecture of the proposed DALnet. The first layer BV is
a UBP with DAL correction and the remaining layers form a Unet NU with
residual connection. The numbers in red denote the image size, the numbers
above the image stacks denote the number of used filters.
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3.2

Unet architecture

The employed CNN part of our reconstruction framework consists of a socalled Unet introduced in [63]. Originally, the Unet was designed for biomedical image segmentation and improved versions have recently been used for
various image reconstruction tasks [19, 25, 24, 64].
The Unet is a fully convolutional network having a encoder-decoder structure with additional skip connections. The encoder part of the Unet consists
of four blocks, where in each block the signal is passed through two convolution layers followed by the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function
defined by
x
fx; g. Due to one max-pooling layer in each
block the size of the images decreases while the number of filters increases
in every block (see Figure 4). The decoder part of the Unet has the reverse
structure, where the downsampling operation (max-pooling) is replaced by
a upsampling layer. The skip connections concatenate the interim outputs
of the encoder to the upsampled images in the decoder. This prevents the
network to lose higher frequency parts of the image, which are lost in the
down-sampling and additionally helps passing gradient backwardly, finding
better local minima [65]. Further, there is a additive skip connection (residual connection), adding the output of the back-projection at the end since
the residual images often have simpler structure and training of such residual
networks turned out to be more effective [25].

ReLU( ) := max 0

3.3

Network training

The learning aspect for the proposed reconstruction network DALnet defined
by (6) consists in adjusting the parameters U; V 2 Rp such that RU;V
performs well on certain classes of real world data. For that purpose, one
chooses pairs of so-called training data

[

(Gn; Fn) 2 RN N  RM M
r

r

s

t

for

]

n = 1; : : : ; N ;

(7)

where Fn are PA sources and Gn are the corresponding noisy PA data which
are computed according to (5). To measure performance of the reconstruction network one selects an appropriate error function E U; V that quantifies
the overall error made by the network RU;V on the training data. During the
training phase the weights are adjusted such that the training error E U; V
is minimized.

(

)

(

)

Several choices for the training error are possible. In the present work, we
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use

[

E (U; V) , 21N

]

N
X
n=1

kRU;V (Gn)

Fn k22

;

(8)

defined for all U; V 2 Rp where the entries of V are non-negative and with
k  k 2 denoting the `2-norm. Standard methods for minimizing the error
function (8) are variants of stochastic or incremental gradient descent algorithms. In this paper we use the stochastic (projected) gradient algorithm
with momentum [66, 67], where the momentum parameter and the step size
3 , respectively.
(learning rate) are taken as : and

0 99

3.4
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Constraint TV minimization

We compare the proposed DALnet with the UBP, TV-regularization and TVregularization including a positivity constraint. For (constraint) TV minimization we incorporate the estimated convolution kernel Φ in the forward
operator and construct the output image as a solution of the optimization
problem

1 kA(F)  φ Gk2 +  X qj(D1F)[n]j2 + j(D2F)[n]j2 + IC (F) ! min : (9)
2
F
2
n
Here D = [D1 ; D2 ] is the discrete gradient operator and  the regularization
parameter, and IC denotes the indicator of some convex set C  RN N
defined by IC (F) = 0 if F 2 C and IC (F) = 1 else. In particular, in the case
that we take C = [0; 1)N N it guarantees non-negativity. For C = RN N ,
r

r

r

r

r

r

(9) reduced to standart TV-regularization.

The discrete TV problem (9) can be minimized by various methods. In
this work, we use the minimization algorithm of [68], which is a special
instance of the Chambolle-Pock algorithm [69]. The algorithm of [68] for TV
minimization has been previously applied to PAT in [70, 71]. However, for
PA projection imaging including the detector PSF it is applied for the first
time in the present paper.

4

Numerical and experimental results

In this section, we present reconstruction results for UBP, TV-minimization
with and without positivity constraint and the proposed DALnet. Results
are presented for simulated as well as experimental data.
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4.1

Training and evaluation data

Adequate training and evaluation of the network is important in order to
perform well on experimental data. For that purpose we generate 200 projection images which are computed from a 3D lung blood vessel data set
of size
  by rotating it along a single axis. From these projection images, we extracted
rotated patches Fn of size
 for
training and evaluation. The corresponding data are generated by solving
the PAT forward problem according to (5) corresponding to the 64-line array
illustrated in Figure 3.

512 512 512

3200

256 256

= 3000

The generated data pairs are split in N
data pairs for training
and 200 data pairs for validation. The DALnet is trained by minimizing
(8) as described above. All training and evaluation patches are normalized to have a maximal intensity value of one and cover the imaging region
:
; :

;
which is mostly contained inside the
detection curve S fs ksk2
^ s2 < g.

[ 12 5 mm 12 5 mm] [ 20 mm 5 mm]
= :
= 50mm
4.2

0

Simulation results

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the reconstruction algorithms applied to
two randomly chosen examples from evaluation data. The computation time
recover a single PA projection image with TV minimization using 30 iterations implemented in Matlab is
on a AMD Ryzen 7 1700X
CPU. The DALnet is implemented in Keras [72] on top of Tensorflow https:
//www.tensorflow.org. The training was done on a NVIDIA TITAN Xp
GPU and lasted for about
for the whole training procedure. The
application of the DALnet (including the learned UBP and the Unet) to
one data set only requires :
, and evaluation of the UBP requires
:
. This yields to a frame rate of more than 50 reconstructed PA
images per second, clearly allowing PA real-time monitoring.

48 seconds

0 013 seconds

10 hours
0 018 seconds

All reconstructions with the UBP show typical angular stripe-like undersampling artifacts; additionally the results are blurred according to the system PSF. The results for TV-minimization with positivity constraint and
the proposed DALnet yield reconstructions almost free from under-sampling
artifacts and outperform the other reconstruction methods. Additionally,
they are capable to remove (at least partially) the blurring due the the PSF.
DALnet even outperforms positivity constraint TV in terms of visual image quality. For TV regularization the regularization parameter has been
adjusted manually to yield visually appealing results. The ill-posedness of
the involved convolution prohibits decreasing the regularization parameter as
13

Figure 5: Reconstructions from (noisy) evaluation data: First Row:
Projection images of lung vessel phantom. Second Row: DAL reconstructions. Third Row: TV-minimization. Fourth Row: TV-minimization with
positivity constraint. Bottom Row: Proposed DALnet. The reconstruction
region is
:
; :

;
and the detection curve is
S fs ksk2
^ s2 < g.

[ 12 5 mm 12 5 mm] [ 20 mm 5 mm]
= :
= 50mm
0
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otherwise the noise turned out to be severely amplified in the reconstruction.
The quite large regularization parameter, however, yields to over-smoothing
of the fine blood-vessel structures with TV-minimization. The DALnet does
not suffer from this limitation and yields high-resolution images without
noise amplification.

4.3

Error analysis

For a more quantitative evaluation of the performance of the above reconstruction methods, we evaluate various error measures averaged over the 200
test images not contained in the training data. We evaluate the reconstructions in terms of scaled and shifted relative `2 and `1 distance, the scaled and
shifted structured similarity index (SSIM; a common measure for predicting
the perceived quality of digital images introduced in [73]), and the correlation. Following [24, 33], the scaled and shifted relative `2 and `1 distance and
scaled and shifted SSIM between two images H; F 2 RNr Nr are computed
by

k
E1(H; F) := min
; 2R
E (H; F) := min k
2

; 2R

H

F
kFk1
H F
kFk2
H

ESSIM(H; F) := max
fSSIM(
; 2R

k1 ;
k2 ;
; F)g ;

SSIM
( )

respectively. Here k  k p is the standard `p distance and
is the structured similarity index. Note that a larger value of ESSIM H; F corresponds
to a higher structural similarity of H and F. Opposed to that, smaller values
of E2 , E1 correspond to more similar results.
Table 1 shows the computed error measures for reconstructions with plain
UBP, TV, TV with positivity constraint and the proposed DALnet, averaged
over 200 test images not contained in the training set. It can be observed
that in terms of all error measures DALnet outperforms the other reconstruction measures. Also notably, including positivity significantly improves TV
reconstruction in terms of all the quality measures.

4.4

Results for in-vivo data

We also evaluate the reconstruction algorithms on experimental data collected from the 64-line PA system. We therefore have taken several snapshots
15

error measure

UBP

TV

TV pos

DALnet

SSIM
correlation

0.555
0.860
0.305
0.382

0.112
0.418
0.586
0.911

0.102
0.361
0.678
0.919

0.085
0.319
0.726
0.933

`2
`1

Table 1: Various error measures averaged over 200 test images not
contained in the training set. We evaluate the reconstructions in terms of
scaled and shifted relative `2 and `1 distances, the scaled and shifted SSIM,
and the correlation.
of a finger of one of the authors from 200 different rotation angles around
a single axis, and apply the DALnet trained above, the UBP and TV minimization. For TV minimization, we use 30 iterations of the Chambolle-Pock
algorithm with the same settings as in the noisy simulated data case. For
noise reduction, the PA signals of the human finger are four times averaged
prior to the reconstruction process. Two randomly selected reconstructed PA
projection images are shown in Figure 6. The reconstructions are again evaluated at
 regular sampling points in the square :
; :

;
with the detector curve S fs ksk2
^ s2 < g.

256 256
[ 20 mm 5 mm]

= :

[ 12 5 mm 12 5 mm]
= 50mm
0

From Figure 6 one observes that the UBP reconstruction of the finger suffers
from streak like under-sampling-artifacts as well as blurring due to the PSF
of the PA imaging system. Both, TV minimization and the DALnet are able
to partially remove these artifacts. The reconstructions using the DALnet
are sharper than the TV reconstructions (with or without positivity constraint) and better capable of removing blurring due to the PSF. In the TV
reconstruction, any selection of the regularization parameter  is a tradeoff
between amplifying error and resolving the fine structures of the blood vessels inside the finger. The reconstructions using the DALnet do not suffer
from such a trade-off. For TV-minimization (and related variational or iterative algorithms), blood vessel structures and under-sampling artifacts are
hardly distinguishable. Increasing the regularization parameter and thereby
putting more emphasis on artifact (and noise) removal at the same time also
removes fine structures in the blood vessels. Opposed to that, the DALnet
is trained to distinguish between blood vessels and under-sampling artifacts
and therefore is capable of producing high-resolution reconstructions while
also removing under-sampling artifacts.
Following the standard procedure for PAT with integrating line detectors [5,
6, 7], the PA images have been converted to a 3D image frec 2 RNr Nr Nr of a
finger. Supplementary videos 1-4 (see https://applied-math.uibk.ac.at/
cms/index.php/preprints-2018) visualize the 3D reconstructions for the
16

Figure 6: Reconstructions from experimental data: Top Row: UBP
reconstructions. Second Row: TV-minimization. Third Row: TVminimization with positivity constraint. Bottom Row: Reconstructions
using proposed DALnet. The reconstructions correspond to three different rotation angles; the reconstruction region is
:
; :

;
; the detectors curve is S fs ksk2
^ s2 < g.

[ 20 mm 5 mm]

= :

[ 12 5 mm 12 5 mm]
= 50mm
0

FBP, TV with and without positivity constraint and the proposed DALnet.
From these videos DALnet seems to produce the best three dimensional
reconstructions of Roberts finger.
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5

Conclusion

In this study we reported a deep learning approach for high-resolution PA
projection imaging. The proposed DALnet seems to be the first network
for PAT that is capable to account for limited view, under-sampling artifacts
and blurring due the system PSF. We designed and trained the DALnet for a
piezoelectric 64-line detector system [10]. The obtained direct reconstruction
algorithm requires less that 1/50 seconds on a standard desktop PC in with
an NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU (available for about
) to reconstruct
a
 PA projection image. We are not aware of any PAT system
that is capable to produce such high-resolution real-time monitoring of 3D
structures at such low hardware costs.

1400 euro

256 256

Future work will be done to compare the proposed DALnet with other
deep learning image reconstruction approaches including the null-space network [31], iterative networks [32, 34], learned projected gradient [35], variational networks [36] and the learned network regularizers [74]. Particular
emphasis will be given on the evaluation on real world data. Finally, we point
out that the proposed network is not restricted to PA imaging. The design
of similar networks for other tomographic modalities is possible and subject
of future investigations. This includes fan beam and spiral CT, where weight
corrections are inherently included in FPB algorithms that are still standard
in commercial CT scanners.
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